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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background Information 
The use of audio-visual media as an aid to :i-nstruction in the class-
room is common pract.ice among occupational instructors. Types of aids 
and equipment used include various .projectors, movie13, slides, audio 
tapes, overhead transparencies, films.tr.ips, and cha;rts plus some lesser 
:lS(:d materials. Most of these ty-p.es of media can be used individually 
or in combination.with each other. 
Many instructors have had lit.tle or no formal .training in the 
operation of different types of equipment to produce the maximum effect 
of the information being presented. And in many c.ases they have no one 
available who has this type of .k.n0:w:ledge.or experience. This situation 
usually results in material being p:~;.esented. poo.rly or inco.rrectly. It 
may also cause a loss of interest in the subject matter being presented. 
The quality of the materials .and equipment plays a large part in 
keeping the attention of an audience and in maximizing the effect of a 
presentation. 
Faulty or incorrect op.eration o.f .any audio-visual equipment during 
a presentation can cause an audience to .be dist.racted from the purpose 
of a presentation and at times may cause ... the audience to think the 
instructor lacks competency. Many times people remember the fact that 
the projector worked improperly or that the transparency was not legible 
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instead of remembering-what the ~resentation was about. 
In certain cases, not knowing o.r r.ealiz.ing the results of combining. 
different methods of presenting material·may cause a presentation to be 
ineffective or vague. 
Statement and Purpose of the Problem 
The audio~visual cou:r:se· .bei.ng .studied, .i •. e •. , Technical Educat::f,on 
4112 at Oklahoma State Unive:r:sity~ was taught us.ing five diffe:r:ent 
teaching methods over a two semester ped.od. Each method included .the 
use of project packets including instructional modules describing the 
projects to be done during the cou:r:se. The pac.kets contained the .proJect. 
outlines, description of each project~ and.materials to be used for each 
project. Included in. the modules wasc:general·· to speeiffe'·.information· 
concerning the projects. Materials with the modules included a cassette 
audio-;tape, an overhead transparency f.:r:ame, .film .and other accesso.ries 
to make an ove-;:;head transpa:r:ency. The modules and .p.roject materials 
were contained in a packet ·which the ·.s.tude.n..ts received at the beginning 
of the course. Film and came:z::as .needed .for phot.o.g:r:aphic. slides were 
furnished by the students. The Technical Education Depar.tment loaned, 
on a request basis, the video recording tape and-equipment to make 
audio-visual movies. 
This study was done to .determine. w:hather .the method of instr.uction 
and types of instructional materials. used .. in .the cou:r:se adequately 
taught audio-visual prepa:r:at:l.on .and .pr.esenta.tion me.tho.d.s •. The study. was . 
designed to c9mpare types of instruction. to .dete:r:mine .the most eff!tc±ent 
method. The results will .indicate .iLthe supplemental text being used 
provided any additional worthwhile knowledge or competency. 
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Nature of the Study 
People who plan to teach or who may at .sometime have the· .need· to 
use audio-visual equipment and .techniques need to know the techniques 
.for .using the different audio-visual media to present material to their 
audiences in art effective manner. 
The results of this study may -indicate. changes in the type of 
instruCtion needed in ·order for s.tudents to be more 'effective: .in 
audio-visual presentations. 
The effectiveness of the instruction received by the students.was 
determined by conducting a study of the c.ompetencies achieved and know,.. 
ledge gained by the students who received instruction in the course. 
Research Questions 
This study attempted to answer these ques.tions.: 
( 1) Were . the audio...,visual ins..ttuctional modules used an 
effectiv.e.means of instruction without the use of a 
supplemental textbook? 
(2) Did classroom i.nst.r.uction pr-~uce .greater mastery of 
the audio...,v.is;ual .material preparation and preparation 
methods . than .did· self~paced . .ins.tiuction? 
(3) .Which .type of ins.truct:i.on provided the student w:ith 
the most efficient methods ofusing audio-vidual 
materials? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Identification of the Need 
Several studies have been done,, .. whi.ch .p.arallel the scope of this 
study, on the effectiveness of usingaudio.,..,visual equipment and media 
to teach different types of courses,, but .few: w:ere found that had any 
connection to the effectiveness .of learning .pr.ocesses .that teach the use 
of the media and the techniques .used ,to. .op.ar:at.e. audi.o,..,visual equipmen.t. 
On the other hand, there is a variety .a.£ material made available by 
different companies that .ou.tline .p.ro.cedure.s and .. tip.s to. use in op.e.ra.ting .. 
their audio-visual equipment. S.ome b,ro.chures .include information on how 
to improve techniques for .an .individual '.s .. ow:n .use. 
/ 
Different media have been usea and ,.compared .to determine whi.ch .has 
the best ability to relay the subject ma.t-ter, -but again,. only comparis.ons 
have been made and not the actuaL~ching .of .the operations of the 
equipment to develop efficiency in -thei.r use and the .. preparation of 
audio-visual materials •- In many compar.iso.ns of different media, one 
may be eliminated because of negative .results from the operator, when 
proper operation and knowledge of .. the .media .may. have resulted in that 
particular media being .used as a. p:r:imary .. source... This _is not .to say 
that some media are -not .indeed better suited for certain types or presen-
tations than others. 
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For example, if a teacher is unable to assemble an effective trans-
parency for use on an overhead projector, he/she may prefer to use a 
chalkboard as a means of relaying information. If an effective trans-
parency had been made, the contained information would be readily avail-
able, easily projected and save time and effort at the chalkboard. 
C0lor detail is also an advantage of using a transparency in describing 
how gears mesh, parts fit to.gether, sequence of assembly., etc. 
t"-x Tendencies in many school systems are to use the types of media 
that have always been used because of a limited knowledge of other types 
of media that are available. ALthaugh. b.udgets may have limited improve-
ments in this area in some cases,/ 
Usually, to introduce a new type of audio-visual media into a school 
system a teacher that is interested. in using. it or has had some experi-
ence with it is asked or volunteers to workwith it and learn how to use 
it efficiently and establish guid.elines for its use. 
c·- y If an effective means of learning. abo.ut audi.o-visual equipment and 
media is offered.during a teacher's education, i.t would aid him or her 
in being able to handle these types of situations more efficiently and 
effectively. 
/ In a study by Milton E. Larson (1., p. 5) he recommended that 
research was needed in the areas o.f. 1' ··-· (.1} instructional materials and 
devices, (2) learning processeS and teaching methods, (3) facilities 
and equipment ..• " 
I A more recent indication of need fo.r study in this area is that the 
Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education listed 
among.its top.twelve priorities.fo.r.fiscal year 1976, a. request for a 
program to provide in-service training for vocational and technical educa-
tion teachers in curriculum education~ media development and utilization. 
/ This study was done in an effor-t to de.termine .the method of in-
struction which is most effective in. teaching the. uses of audio-visual 
equipment and material to help .s.a.tisfy theneeds. established. This 
request was made specifically by the Technical.Education Department, 
Oklahoma State University. 
Results of Previous Research 
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Since there is quite an .amount of materi.al. available .concerning the 
subject of comparing different types of .teaching methods, it seemed im,... 
practical to try to research all of it, therefore only a few studies 
were picked as examples. 
,; In a study by Leslie J .. Br:Lggs (.2). an .analyticaLprocedure. was 
developed which constituted a bas.is for . .mat.ching media with educational. 
objectives. Using this pr,o.ce.dure, ... educational . .p.e.r.sonneL.who were res.p.om-
sible for .. the conduct of ".instruction w:ere. also responsible for· choosing 
the medium in which it would be p.r.ogramm.ed. Normally, the cho:Lce. would 
come at the time of the original .design .of. :the. .curriculum. In app.ly:Lng .. 
the procedure .developed, .. the hehav.i.oral .. objectives for the course or 
unit were stated .. By ident.ifyin.g .. the. .t.ype .of learning invol.v.ed for each 
objective, a media program was .dev.e.lop..ed. whi.ch .listed .ins-tructional 
events,. identified char.acteri.st.ics .of r.equi.red s.timul:i., .and stated ac- .. 
ceptable .media options. The media options. ware then scanned for 
fr~quently occurring media. From_ this,. the medium in which the instruc-
tion should be packaged was assigned and the specifications for the 
materials written. 
/ A study conducted by Benjamin. F. Richason, .Jr. (3, p. 4) stated 
that the Audio...,Visual-Tutorial Laboratory at Carroll College purposed to 
•.•• improve the content .of the .Fr.eshman-$ophomore course 
in physical geography, stimulate interest, promote independent 
learning,. provide flexibility of class meeting times, make 
adjustments for the divers.ity of educational backgrounds, and 
promote economy of instruction •.• 
The course consis.ted .of .laboratory. work and discussion sessio.ns. With 
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this method and the way the .equipment was .. used and made available to the 
students approximately 40% mor:.e con.tent .w.as presented and an improvement 
/ 
of 28.75% was noted in .examination. scores. 
Most instructors who take .pride in their teachingwill agree that 
lecturing in itself is not the most .ef.fe.ctive .style of teaching. To 
be effective the instructor must use ev.ery means available to assist 
the student in learning the subJect .ma.tte.:r:,/ 
Because of this concept a system.of self,.-paced .learning modules 
was developed for the graphic .arts program. at Kirkwood Community Coll.ege 
(4) • The program is .designed .. so s.tude.nts ... may progress .at. their own p.a.ce 
and learn according to their desires .and .abilities • Due t.o this p.o.licy, 
a student .can adjust his .daily schedule .to work on and complete assign-
ments in .any of the courses he is enrolled. in, thus utilizing work areas 
and equipment as .they are available. 
This self-paced package for each course .contains behavioral objec-
tives, a project wo.rkbook, s.tudy guides., overhead transparencies, and 
video tapes. The main part of the package is.the project workbook 
containing a.series of modules .outlining specific behavioral objectives 
to be attained by the students .. 
v· i The role of the instructor is not. to .. conduct formal lectures, but 
to aid and participate with the students on their projects. The 
advantage of this system is its ability to raise the level of student 
comprehension and competency. 
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Using this system, the students demonstrated a s.ignificant impro.ve,-
ment in the understanding .of concepts. and in the. mas.t.ery of manipulative 
skills compared to .the traditionaLlecture/lab form of instruction. 
Although. these examples .may not he directly related to the. p.rocess 
of teaching audio..,visual .preparation and presentation methods, the 
tP-ehniques employed can be related to the techniques used to gather data 
for this study. 
Methodology.of Previous Research 
The .Pre-:test, Post..,.test .method. is one .. method £r.equently us.ed .in 
determining .the effectiveness of teaching .. metho.ds. This method consists 
.of administering a .test prior to any i.nstructi.on .. being given in the 
course. . The . test . can .he .. general i.n na.tw:e. o.r . .it .can be .specific in 
detail, . At .the conclusion .of .the .cours.a,..anothex. test is given.which 
has .been .developed .around . the subJect .. matter taught .during the course, 
Results of .these.tests .are.studied . .inan.effort.to.indicate whether the 
. teaching method .used has p:r:ov:ided the -Students with enough knowledge of . 
the .subject. .. Changes in .instructi.on"'ean .. be made in reference to the 
test .results. to either increase or: decrease .. the. i..n.tensity of the .subject 
.matter .or .whether .or no.t to :alter the. method of instruction, 
Another method of determining. the .. effec.tiv:eness of teaching metho.ds 
is. to do .. a follow...,.up study of the. studen.ts who have taken a course. 
Results .gathered .from this .type of study show. if the student remembered 
competencies or.know:ledge learned w:hi.le taking .a .course in the event 
.of being faced with the situation .o£ having to rely on. his education. 
If the .results obtained are p.ositive .and .. the .student has .. had no. further 
study in the area,. it is assumed·that the teaching methods or techniques 
were effective. 
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.A de tailed. eS tudent ~ev.aluati.on. .of. Xhe co.w::s.e .. is .a. method used in 
obtaining . the .student .resp.onse __ to a-..co.ur.se.:.and .. is .one of. the mast. 
common methods .. .us.ed in evaluating a ..course and the instructional methods 
used. 
Summary 
The .need .for .r;esear.ch .. i.n .. the ... axea .... D£. .. teachi.ug. Jnethods .of llSing 
.... 
audfo..,v:isual .equipment .and .medi.a has. b.e.en established by:. a.t least. three 
different .sources: . _(A) Miltong,_ La:r.sGm .. (..1)-~ .(.B.) the State Dep.a:r.tment . 
of Vocational .and .Technical Educatio.n.caf.-Okl.a.homa .and .(C) the Technical. 
Education Department.in theSchool..o.f. Occupational and Adult Education 
at Oklahoma State University. 
While few studies .hav:e been .. done .in .this area, .studies have heen 
made which parallel the .objectives oL.this .s-tudy:... The resuLts of 
previous research .indicate .some~of the .typ.es o.f instruction that can be 
used to teach competencies effec.tively .• 
. The .methodology of the pre,.,tes.t.,. post-t.est w:.il.l be used in this 
study to determine :the ef£ec.t:Lv:eness in .... tha .instruction of audio-visual 
preparation.and presentation methods. 
CHAPTER JIL 
METHODOLOGY 
Definitions 
Audio-::Visual .Instr:uc.t:Lonal .. Mo.dule ~ Go.nsisting.. .. o.f .. a few .pages, each 
module outlined the .pr:oc.edures use.d .. to. c.omple.ta a.:pr.oject •. Each .. one. 
included: (1) An Intr:oduc.tion,. :which .. b.r.ief~y. exp.lained .the media .to. he 
used .for the project; .(2) . .A .D:iscussio.n, .. whi.ch .discussed the. med:La :Ln 
more de tail.. Examples of. the. ,uses. wexa .g;Lv:en, .. .and in .the case o.f .the 
media being equipment,. step ... by-step. :inst.r.uc.ti.o.ns wexe .given .in .. the 
operation of it •. A step-by-.s.tep .. outline was. also. gi..v.en ... on how .to. c.om.,-.. 
plete the .project assigned; (.3). A .List o.f Materials; (4) The Assig:nmen.t; 
and .:(5) Evaluation.;- in .w:h:i.ch .the stude~t summar:ized his prqject and its 
results • 
. .. . Conventional cStyle .of ~Teachi.ng ... ~ .. S..t.ude'nts. attended .. clas.s and .. lab.:-
oratory sessions and .. received .lecture and instruction from the; course · 
instructor. 
Assumptions .. 
Techniques of usi:ng audio,..,vis.uaLe.quipment and. knowledge_ of. how. to .. 
us.e the . different .media :Ln .diffexent .si.tuat;Lons .. ar.e ... leaxned h:y. teachex.s 
on .a second,-hand basis~ .. That i.s~ .. they.:.lear.n ... the.. kno.wledge and .competen,... 
cies .. on-the-,job from someone else .or from their own experiences. 
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Mos.t s.tudents .. enrolled :in the .aud.i.o,.,~i.sual .. i.ns.truc.tion course 
studied .wer.e. ;being . ..int.J::oduced to .. for:ma.LA...JL •.. ins.t.ruction ·:fo.r. the first . 
. time ..... The only contact ~they. may .hav:e.. had .wi..th :audio . ,.v:is~l material 
was .ha:v-ing. .s.een ... films p.r.a.j..ec.ted .by ... a . ..m.a.v.;i.e:.,.p.x:ojec.tor. or filmstrip pro-
jector •.. Although. they .. may :have .been: .. .awa.re.-DL .audio;,.,. tapes. they probably 
had never. developed .. them .to .. use w.i.th.£i.lms.Jlr. slides., and had ha_.d no 
experience.;.in ... the ope.ra:tion .. o.r ... in .. the :p.r.ep.aration of audio-visual mate~ 
rials .to .be .used .. for .. p.res:entati..ons ..• 
Most of them had prob.ably.used some sort'of a camera before • 
. . Selection .of the Subjects 
The.subjects selected for this studyw.ar.e college students. They 
were the .logical.choice .b-ecause .dur.ing the .. course. of .their education 
many were .. required to. take .. the caurse .. bei.ng., .. s.t.udied. as par.t of their. 
curriculum. Also,. most of them. .. hacL.had .. no.. .prac.tical.experi.ence .o.r 
knowledge .. of audio~v:isual .equip.me.nt. ... and med:i.a.,. .. whi.ch .. aided in the 
students .being .on an even :.basis .for the pre-test and for preparation cif 
. the post-test. 
Development .of the Instrument 
The instruments used in thi.s. study. w:er.e .a ... p.re . .,.tes.t and. a pDs.t,-test. 
The selected instruments had. been developed. and .. :w:ere. previously. used .. in 
an effort .to evaluatec.the cours.e..and .make .. ne.cessary impr.ovementS., if any .• 
They were also used .in .an. ~attempt.. .. to. determine. if. students had learned 
anything .about audio-visual .p.repar.atio.n .. and. p.r.e.sentati.on me.tho.ds during 
the course •. The instrume.nt.S. were. .revised in .. .an attemp.t to p.revent 
direct .repetition .between the. two tests. Although revisions were tnade, 
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the areas .of .subject ,concentration on. tb;e. .... test.s remained the same. 
The instruments .were chosen. because..-the.y. gave. a quick response 
and the .scores were to be tabulated to. show central tendencies indicated 
by the mean, median .and.:mode.,. and .show the .variance of scores represented 
by the range, and standard deviation. 
Collection of the Data 
Five different teaching metho.ds .were set up .to collect data for. this 
study. Each method was used with at .l.eas .. t one section of students. Each 
section was .given. the .same .p.re..,..test_:a..t the. b~ginning .. of .the semester 
before any instruction on audio,..,vis.ual .pr.epara.tion and presentation me.th-
ods .was .given •.. Being .enr.olled ... in .. a $peci£ic .class sec.tion determined. 
which method of instruction they. received .•.. The groups. studied were: (1) 
full..,. time ,students, .. us.ing .the .. co.nvention.a.lme.thod,. in which the students 
received instruction .through lecture, ... lab. instruction and participation, 
.and using .the .instructional mo.dules .. ::w:i.th the .. texthook.f.o.r reference, (2) 
full-.,.time students, us.ing .the conventiona.L.me.tho.d .. except no textbook 
was used, (3). an eight-week .studen.t .... teaching. hlock cnurse., using the 
conventional method with .a .. textbo.ok, ... (.4) .. an .eigh.t,-week .student teaching 
block course, .using the conventio.xu;U. me..th.o.d., but.with no textbo.ok, and 
(5) in-.,.service teachers, .. using.the independent study method with no 
textbook. 
Two full semesters w.ere .. compared. in an ... at.temp.t .. to .. get an accura.te 
measurement of knowledge .and .co.mp.et.e.n.cie.s ..acquired by the students. 
The fall semester: .of 19 75 .1-nclude.d ... thr.ee class se.ctions. Section. 
one .was made .up of full..,.time .s.tudents. and was .. taught. by the conventional 
method, using the texthook.and,instructional modules and receiving 
instruction through lecture and lab sessions. They received the post-
test as a final examination. 
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Sections two and three were composed of atud'ent:s ·on :":blQck'.'·. typ~ 
i'1t&trll.cti.<m.,~ :i.e.~, ::.~ ~ttgent·: '.t:.~~G:he:rcs •. ·T-ht;y re.ee·i ved. -·the. ·aud.:ho~vtsua1r · 
course instruction during the first eigh.t weeks of the semester, before 
doing their practice teaching., but had until the end of the semester to 
complete their projects. They used the textbook and instructional modul-
es and received instruction through lecture and lab se.ssiDns and were 
given the post-test at .the end of the eight week period as their final 
examination. 
The spring semester of 1976 included f.our se.ctions. Section one was 
made up of full-time students and was taught by the conventional method 
except no textbook was used. 
Sections two and three were composed of the students on "block", and 
received instruction.in the conventional manner except no textbook was 
used. 
Section four was the independen.t study group. The class was made 
up mostly of in .... service teachers and met four times during a full length 
semester. These meetings cons.isted of informal type discussions about 
the projects and no lecture was gi.ven. The. first meeting consisted of 
an .explanation .. of the .projects to be c.ompleted and administering the 
.pre-test. The project modules were the only formal type of instructional 
material used. The students wo.rked on their p.rojects mostly on their 
own and had the opportunity to use the seco.nd .and third class meetings 
to work on them and use the .lab facili.ties .. Ar-rangements could alsD be 
made to use the lab facilities at o.ther times. The last class meeting 
was .used.to administer .the post-test. 
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Analysis of the Data 
After the test scores .from the pr..e,.,.tes .. ts and. p.ost . ,;.tests were receiv,-
ed, they were compiled to indicate the mean.,. median, mode, range and 
standard deviation. The high and low s.c.ores fr.om. each set of pre,...tests 
and .post-.tests of each section were. als.o i.ndic.a.ted. With reference .t.o 
these resu1ts:fr.o.m.each method of .i.nsti'uction the most effective method 
of instruction was determined. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The goals o£ this study .w.er:e to deter:mi.n.e ... the .effec.t:Lveness o.f 
different methods of ·instruction. and .:whe..the.r .. or: no-t the instructional. 
project modules supplied a sa.ti:sf.ac.tnr:y. ammmt .. o.f .. i.nfor:mation on audio.-
visual preparation and pr:esen.tation methods without the support of an 
audio-visual textbook. 
The tests used as --the. ins .. trtlllle.n.ts w:er.e used .no.t. only .to collec.t 
data, but were used in an effort to..determine if the students were 
.. 
. ade4uately learning.the material. 
Return Rates 
Only those students who .took ho.t,h the. .. p:re.-::-:.tes.t and. p.ost:ctes.t. were 
used as sources for data •. A few sx.udents. . .wh.o.. .. took .. the. p:re,-.. test,.later 
dropped from. the course:, .and ther:.e. were. a. -few :who had ... taken the. .p.o.s.t-:.tes~, .. 
but for some reason .or another .. had .. £.ail.e.d .. .t.o .. take the p.re,-,tes.t. An 
effort was made to give the .pre-test to those students who enrolled late. 
Data Summary 
Ideally, each .se.ction should .have b.e.en taught. b:y .the same i.nstruc.to.r. 
each .semester:. .As it was., .. one :.instr.uctor- .. taug.h.t. the. course the first 
semester in addition to sect:ion . .f..o.ur. of. the .s.econd semester.. Another 
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instructor taught the first three sections o.f the second semester. 
When the pre...,test was given, .the s-tudents were instructed not to 
guess at the answers if they did not .know the correct .response. This 
was done in an.attemp.t .to .find .out as .accurately as possible what they 
.actually .k;new about .the subject matter. 
The emphasis given by each .ins.truc.tor that the p.re-test would 
definitely have no ef;fect on their grade, that it was only a measuremen.t · 
of knowledge, .may .. be one reason why the .p.re-tes.t scores were low. 
In most cases the students who scored low on the pre-test, scored 
fairly high on the p.ost-test. Likewi.s.e, most of the students who 
scored favorably on the pre-test, also scored high on the post,-test. 
There were a few students whose sc.ores were close to the same on the.. 
post-test as they were on the pre-.t~st,- :but there.were no occurt:ances of 
an individual's post-test score being lower than hi.s pre-test score. 
The results of each section's pre-test performance are indicated 
in Table I. This information was ob-tained to be used as a basis of 
comparison as to the post-test scores. 
Because the pre-test was given prior to any instruction in the 
course, the students could rely only on their pas.t education and exp.eri- · 
ences, if 9ny~ ,·with audio...,visual·:materials .and equipment in answering the 
questions. 
As can be noted from the.. table, the mean of the fi.r.st, third, and 
fifth groups was higher than the mean o.f .the second and fourth sactions .• 
'rhis likely .resulted from the fact that the test was given to the first, 
third, and fifth groups after the ins.tructor had out.lined the semester 
and described the method of .g.radi.ng,., ate. The students were then given 
the remainder of the two-hour period to take.the test. Although the 
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students were encouraged not to guess at the answers, they had adequate 
time to reason with each question., therefore providing a better chance 
for completion of the test. 
TABLE .. L 
PRE-TEST RESULTS 
Teaching Method Standard 
and Sections High Low Range Mean Median Mode Deviation 
Conventional Method 
with Textbook 17 
Fall '75, Sec. 1 41 9 32 24.59 27 28,29 9.59 
Conventional Method 
no Textbook. 
Sp. '76, Sec. 1 39 4 35 18.08 19 4,29 10.39 
8-Week Instruction 
Student Teachers 
with Textbook 10 
Fall '75, Sec. 2 & 3 34 8 26 20.36 21 16,23 7.03 
8-Week Instruction 
Student Teachers 
no Textbook 
Sp. '76, Sec. :2 & 3 37 2 35 17.84 18 20 8.46 
Indenr:Lident Study 
I11-Service Teachers 
no Textbook 
Sp. '76, Sec. 4 38 8 30 18.50 17 13,17 8.45 
The second and fourth gro.ups listed i.n. the tah.le.w..ere handled .in a. 
somewhat different manner. Fo.r .these .tw~.gr.oups .. , .. a ... differ-ent i.nstructor 
administered the test and taught the remainder of the course. The 
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students in these two groups were given .. the pr.e,.t.est .at the .beginning. o.f ... 
the first class period, prior to any introduction or outline of the 
course, and were given .twenty to thir.ty .minutes in. which .to finish the. 
test. . This is compared .to up to an .ho.ur .. in. the o.ther. three .groups .• 
The emphasis on not guessing at .. the answers. had a much greater. 
effect on these .two gr.o.ups, sub.seq.uentLy.,.many q.ues.tions were left blank. 
which attrib.u.ted to the lower. scores ... _ In some cas.es .only two. out. of 
six total pages. of the test were completed.,. whi,ch accounted for approx-
imately sixteen out .of sixty .questions .• 
The figures in .Table II i.ndicat.e. the .. x.esults o£. the .post,-test. The. 
section receiving conventional metl:tod of ins..t.ruction and. using, the .. text,-. 
book had· .a maximum .high score .and ... the.,h.i.ghes .. t .... low .. s.core., ·whi.ch. resuli:ed. 
in the shortest range .of score distr.ib..u.tion. . In.. addition, .this. group's 
mean.was.next.to the.hi.ghest.;. tied for the highest median and had the 
lowest standard deviation. 
Results of Analysis 
This section will deal with answering the research questions stated 
.in Chapter I. 
(1) Were the audio..,.visual ins.tr.uctional modules used an 
effective,means of ·instruction without the use of a 
supplemental textbook? 
According to the data listed in Table. T, the sections which used 
the textbook had .ac .higher. mean .aver.ag.e on. the pos t,-test., al.tho.ugh. the. 
student ~teachers·: receiving the eig.h.t,..,week .. instr.ucti.on and. using no text,-
book had a higl).er mean than .thei.r co.unt.erp.ar.t •.. Reason for p.o-textbook 
sections being lower was. the fac.t that ... the .. independent. study group 
.produced a comparative low mean. The results indicate tqat the textbook 
/ 
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was not needed if the students received formal instruction during a 
regular class period, therefore indicating. that the instructional modules 
were an effective means of instruction. 
(2) Did classroom instruction produce greater mastery of 
.the audio..,.visual material and techniques than did 
self-paced instruction? 
TABLE II 
POST-TEST RESULTS 
Teaching Method 
and Sections High Low Range Mean Median Mode 
Conventional Method 
with Textbook 
Fall, '76, Sec. 1 60 42 18 55.47 58 58 
Conventional Method 
no Textbook 
Sp • '76, Sec. 1 60 37 23 54.92 56 59 
8-Week Instruction 
Student Teachers 
with Textbook 
Fall, 1 75, Sec. 2 & 3 59 30 29 51.85 55 59 
8-Week Instruction 
Student Teachers 
no Textbook 
Sp. 1 76, Sec. 2 & 3 60 35 25 55.63 58 59 
Independent Study 
In-Service Teachers 
no Textbook 
Sp. '76, Sec. 4 58 27 31 37.42 32.5 27 
Standard 
Deviation 
4.61 
6.22 
7.97 
5.42 
11.39 
As indicated by the results of the post-test as compared to the 
groups who received some form of formal instruction, the independent 
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study group was at the bottom. Th.is w:o.uM indica.te. that the classroom 
instruction did in fact, produce a greater- mas.te.ry. o.f the audio.,-visual 
material and techniques than did the sel£.-pac.e.d type of instruction. 
(3) Which type of instructi.on provided. the. student with the. 
mos.t.efficie.ntmethods of us.ing audio,...visual materials? 
In answering this .question, the. indep.e.nde.nt.study group can. be 
readily eliminated if the results indicated.in Table II. are the only 
means of measurement used. However, the fac.t .. that this group produced 
results that were noticeably out. of.:pr.opo.r..tion ... t.o. the scores produced 
by the other groups does not necess.arily .. mean. that their. r.ang.e. of learn.,-
ing was as low as it may seem •. It mus.t. be. :remembered that this section 
was made up mostly of in-service teachers ..... The.f.ac.t .tha.t in-service. 
teachers are more experienced in the area .. o£ testing and. tend to be more. 
mature than the average college le:ve.Lstud.e.nt, it can be assumed they 
did not "cram" for the post,...,tes.t as. was no.t.ed witb the undergradua.tes. 
This being the case, the .in,-ser:,vice..teachers may.have produced results 
that indicate a more accurate measure of what was actually learned than 
did the other groups. 
In dealing with the other .groups, the .deci.sion comes dov;rn to compar,.,. 
ing the group instructed with the co.nv.e.ntional .. mEtthod using a textbook 
to the eigh t,...,week instruction method .. w.Lth.out a textbook. The data 
representing· these two groups. are ve.r:y close,. in .relation to their 
numerical .values, the mean being separated by only 0 .16 of one point in 
favor of the eight--week instruction perio.d. 
Other determining factors in this evaluation are the low score and 
the standard deviation of each group... The .lo:w. score for the conventional. 
method was .a 42 .as compared to a 35. under the .. eigh.t....,.weel\. i.nstr.uc.tion 
method. This would indicate that, although the means were nearly equal, 
the conventional method with the. t.e.xtb..aok p..r.odnced more scores that 
ranked higher above ,their. mean. .. tlia.n::.did.~c.tb.a~:e.igh.t::.w.eek. metho.d. The 
standard deviatia.n .of. the. con.ve.ntionalme.tho.cl.w:as. low.e.r .. than that of 
the eight""'w:eek method .which iridica.te.s. the scores were more consistent 
and closer together. in the conventional method group. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCL:US.IONS ANil 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This study was designed to .. com.pa.J:e. . .a .. few, .different methods of 
instruction to de.termine which ty.pe. w:as.. --bes:t- s.ui.ted .. for providing, s.tudents. 
with the knowledge and competencies. nee.ded .... to .develop audio-visual mater-
ial preparation and p.resentat.i.on. methods .• 
The teaching methods. studied w.ere: .. (1.) the con:v-entional metho~ 
where textbooks were used by full-;-.t±me stUdents.;. (2.) the .conventional 
method, where textbooks . .w.e·re not use.d.by: .. f.ull,.time. s.tudents.;. (.3) .the 
conventional method, where textho.oks ws17e .. used. by .. .s.tudents on the eigh.t,... 
week student teaching black; {4) the co.n:v:entiona.Lmetho.d,. where textb.ooks. 
were not used by students on .the eigh.t.,.,..w:eek .s.tu.den.t. teaching blo.ck; and 
(5) the independent study method, with in-service teachers using no 
textbook. 
In each section, the students were. p.ravi.ded. w:i.th a project packet 
which included an ins tractional mod:ul.e. .outlining and. exp.laining each . 
. project to be completed., .. The .p.acke.t .. als.o... .c.ontained ma.terials. to. he .used 
in.completi.ng most of the proJe.c.ts .... T.he.Te.chni_cal Education Dep.artmen.t .. 
made .available .for .the s.tu.de.nt.' s ·use. .audio-visual· tape and the audio• 
visual tape recording equipment. 
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All of the students were given the opp.o.rtunity of working on their 
projects in class and to schedule the use of the lab equipment and facil-
ities outside of class time. 
This study at.tempted .to- answer these questi.ons: 
(1) Were the audio..,.visual instructional modules used an 
effective means of instruction without the use of a 
supplemental textbook? 
(2) Did classroom instruction produce gre.a.ter mastery of 
the audio-visual material preparation .and presentation 
methods than did self..,.paced instruct.ion? 
(3) Which type of instruction provided .the student with 
the most efficient rnethods·of using audio-visual 
materials? 
The data used in an effort to ans.w.er...: these .. questions was. collected 
by the use of a pre~test and a post-test. The pre:-test. was given to. alL 
the students prior to receiving any. type of audio~visual instruction. 
The post..,.test was given to all the students as a final exam. 
The .scores obtained .from . these ·• t.es ts were comp.iled. for. a two,-
semester period .and.used to deterrninethe.high.and .. low:.scores in each 
.group~ In addition, the mean, _median, mode, .range, and standard devia-
tionof each.group.was determined. These.valueswere. then cornparedto 
determine which method of instruction provided the best overall scores 
and results. 
Conclusions 
The results of the.analysis indicated that the textbook was not 
needed if the students .received formal instruction during regular class 
period, and .that the instructional.modules were an effective means of 
instruction if used properly. 
Classroom instruction was found to produce . .a,gr.eater. mastery of 
audio-visual material .preparation and presentation techniques than did 
self-paced ins true tion. 
In addition, the results indicated that the conventional method of 
instruction with the use of a textbook was the most effective type of 
instruction studied. 
Because .there was little difference between the results of the 
conventional me.thod us.ing a textbo.o.k and th.e ei.gh.t.,..w.eek student bl.ock 
using no textbook,. the decision of requiring students to purcll.ase a 
textbook should be thoroughly examined. 
If the instruction of the course is desig.ne.d .to master techniques 
involved in completing the projects, the textbook would probably not be 
needed. On the other hand, if the instruction is designed to acquaint 
the student with general knowledge of .audi-O-visual equipment, materials~ 
preparation and presentation methods in .addi.tion to the techniques · 
required to complete the projects, the textbook would be needed as a 
reference and guide. 
Recommendations 
Prior to any further study on the comparison of teaching methods in 
audio..,visual material preparation and p.r.es.entation me.thods the pre,-tests 
and post-tests should be re-cons.tructed to contain questions more direct.;., · 
ly:· related to .. the proj:ects outlined ±h~the module'!s--when no:textbo6k is to 
be .used. This would help to be.t.t.er determine if instructional modules 
alone were really adequate. It would .also t.end to make the students get 
their projects done on time if they knew that the post-test contained 
questions pertaining to the projects in general. 
If the pre-test and post-tests must remain .as they are, then the 
students should be allowed to only see their graded pre-test to check 
their performance, and not keep them for s.tudy purposes, This would_ make 
the students rely more on the knowledge and compe.tencies gained from 
their projects,and force them to use the textb:ook more, if one is used, 
for supplemental information. I.t would .als.o redu.ce the amount of "cram,. 
.ming" to be done for the post...,.te.s.t., which would result in a more realis.:. . ··. 
tic :_indication·:of ·kndw:J;.e<;lge gained. 
If further .study is done on comparing different me.thods of teaching. 
methods of audio..,.visual methods, it is recommended that an independent·· 
study group using the textbook he included as a resource of data. 
It is also recommended that ·either one instructor teach all sections 
for uniformity of presentation of information or that a different instruc-
tor teach each section in order to avoid any possible bias toward one 
type of teaching method or the other. 
In addition, it is recommended that a follow-up study be done, 
preferably within a couple of years., on the students who have .taken this 
course and have been involved with using audio-visual materials and 
equipment since graduation. The s_t.udy should he done to de.termine which 
method of instruction was most effective in providing lasting knowledge 
of audio-visual material preparat.i.on and presentation methods. This 
would give a more realistic indication of the best method of instruction. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND TERMS 
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s 
:l: 
X 
X 
~ 1 
-Improvement· 
- Average Improvement 
..., Numhe.r.of Characters 
- Post-Test 
- Pre-Test . 
- Range 
- S tandard.Devi.ation 
- Summation 
- Individual Character 
- Mean 
- High Score 
- Low Score 
Measure!:! of Central Tendancy 
Mean - Average, X = IX N 
Median - Midpoint in a set of ranked. ~p,~r.s . 
Mode·- Most often occuring. numbers in a'-set of ranked numbers 
Measures of Variability 
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Range - Difference :hetween the high .and low scores of a set of numbers, 
Standard Deviation "-Average.distance of i'Q.dividual numbers from the mean 
s = V t:<~-x)z' 
APPENDIX B 
THE INSTRUMENT: PRE-TEST 
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1. Which of the following is a good reason for developing a visual 
aid: 
a. when something is needed to do a better job of teaching 
b. when no teaching materials exist 
c. neither a nor b above 
d. either a or b above 
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2. One of the first things you should do in planning a visual aid is: 
a. write out specific objectives 
b. try to use color and action 
c. choose the media to be used 
d. prepare .. the materials 
3. Which of the following skills are needed in planning and producing 
a visual aid: 
a. subject matter skills 
b. communications skills 
c. production skills 
d. all three of the above skills 
4. In planning a visual aid a content outline will help i.n: 
a. organizing the materi.al tri satisfy the objectives 
b. choosing the. scenes to be photographed 
c. reaching. th.e audience 
d. none.of the above 
5. A content .outline for a planned visual aid will help you decide if: 
a. co.lor is important 
b. sound is important 
c. motion is impor:.tan.t. 
d. all of the above 
6' The size of the standard slide is: 
a. 21t; X 2Y. I, inches 
b. 126 size 
c. 35mm X 35nnn 
d. 2 X 2 inches 
7. An advantage .. of a film strip is: 
.a •. ease of handling 
b. low duplication cost 
c. the sequence doesn't .change 
d. all of the above 
8, Transparency o.verlays.areused mainly to: 
a,_ show motion 
b • develop p.rogre.ssiv.e .sequences. 
c. add color to a presentation 
d. none of the above 
9. Multimedia presentations always: 
.a, involve .two .or .mo.re d.i.fferen.t media 
b. stimulate all five senses 
c. stimulate two or more senses 
d. employ visual aids 
10, An advantage of photographic slides is: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
they 
they 
they. 
they 
stay in sequence 
require no special- skj,.ll to produce 
can be produced wi.tho.ut special eq.uipme.n.t. 
are easily adapted to group or individual use 
11. A disadvantage .of film stri.ps is that they: 
a, get out of sequence easily. 
b. are projected.wi.t:qvery complicated equipment 
c. are difficult to p.roduce locally 
d. are expensive to reproduce in quantity 
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12. Which one of the following is least adaptable to individual study: 
a. 35mm slides 
b. overhead.transp,arencies 
c, 8mm movi~s 
d. audio tapes 
13. A visual ou.tline of a planned visual aid series is most likely to 
be called: 
a .. the :content outline 
b. the editing direc.tions 
c. the .shooting Sccript 
d. the storyboard 
14. A storyboard may include: 
a. photographs 
b. sketches 
c, clippings (pho.to. from .. maga,zines, etc,) 
d. any of the above 
15. In photographing p.ictures .for .a slide .series you should: 
.a.. .always .. take the .pic ture.s .in . the same sequence , that will be 
used .in the .finished.. product 
b. always. :us.e .. a 35mm.c.amer.a 
c • never devia.te .from· the s. toryb o.ard. 
d. always keep an-'.accurate .record .of wha.t pic.tures were taken. 
16 •.. Which .of the following . is not .a . .step in . planning a visual aids 
presentation: 
a.. develop . the ob j ectbres 
b. write the instruction guide 
c. make a. storyb.oaxd. 
d. sch~dule the_photography. 
17. Parallax .. is quite likely to b.ecome a problem when photographin:g: 
a. all. of the b.elow 
b. titles 
c. small objects 
d. close-ups 
18. Parallax.is .!!£!::.likely to become.a problem when photographing: 
a. an insect 
b. a page in a book 
c. a landscape 
d, all of the above 
19. Daylight co.lo.r film (.the.kirtdmost.used for everyday photographs) 
can be used best indoors with: 
a. an elec.tronic flash attachment 
b , flUQ]I"SS;I/;:~l;'l,t: ·:t._~ghts; 
c. incandescent lights 
d, any of the above 
20, Probably: . the .-mos.t .. common .error made in producing overhead trans-
parencies is: 
a. trying _to . include -too .much .info.rma tion 
b • using too much ... colo.r 
c. having the .. room to.o dark 
d •.. using letters that are too. large 
21. The maximum number. .. of w:ords.that should normally be used in a 
transparency is about: 
a. 35-40 
b. 25-30 
c. 15.,-20 
d. 5-10 
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22. . Go lor can he .addecL.to ... an ~.o:v:erhead transparency using: 
.a. sp.r.ay can paints 
b. colore<;! pencils 
c. . feLt tip. pens 
d. . any of the above 
23. Color .can be added to .an overhead transparency using: 
a. any of the below 
b. colored .plastic. sheets 
c. special.color processes 
d. chalk 
24. Two by two slides. ar.e usually made .with: 
a.. a 35mm camera. 
b. . a 1.26 camera 
c. a 127 camera 
d. any of the above 
25. A 2 x 2 slide with a 2:3 aspect ratio can be made with: 
a. a 127 camera 
b. a 126 camera 
c . a 35mm camera 
d. any of the.three 
26. In .. making a film str.ip .from 35mm slides., .the original slides must 
be photographed holding the camera: 
a. at waist level 
b • on .i.ts edge. 
c. ei.ther a or b 
d. normally 
27. Film swrips can he produced directly using: 
a.. a 126 camera 
b • a double .frame. 35mm camera . 
c. a single frame 35mm. camera 
d. any of the three 
28. The view,area insi.de .an.overhead transparency frame is: 
ao 8~" X 11" 
b. 10" X 10" 
c. 8" . X 10" 
d. 7~" X 9~" 
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29. Lettering .. dixect~y .. an.to _an overhead transparency can 'be done with: 
.a.. .dry transfers 
b. ball point pen 
c. ordinary penciL 
d. any of the three 
30. A popular .type .of copier .fo.und in .schools is likely to be: 
a. a dry copier 
b • a wet. copier 
c. a Thermo copie;r 
d. any of the three 
3l . Video tape records .,inf.ormation in the form of: 
a.. writ.ten.material · 
b. audio 
c. video 
d. both b and c 
32 •. The . leas t .. dep th .. of field.will be.obtainedwhen the lens diaphragm 
is set at: 
a, 1/125 
b. 1/250 
c. f/5.6 
d. f/4 
33. 126 film and c.amera. wilLb.r.ing. about a: 
a. semi-.square picture 
b. semi,-rectangular cpictw;:.e 
c • re.c tangular .. p.ictu~.e . 
d. square picture 
34. An ASA _.6.4 .film .requires .less. light than a: 
a. 125 .film 
b. 100 film 
Co' 80 film 
d. 25 film 
35. The .depth . of. field..will be .greatest when the .f/stop of a camera 
is set at: 
a. 8 
b. 16 
c. ' 22 
d. 5.6 
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36. What is the proportion ratio for a standard slide (35mm) 
a. 4:5 
b. 3:4 
c. 2:3 
d. 1: 1 
37. For nonprojected .ma.terials the m1.n1.mum .letter height for a maximum 
viewing distance of 32 feet is: 
a. 2 inch 
b. 1~ inch 
c. 1 inch 
d. ~ inch 
38. The recommended.shutter . sp.ee.d .. f.or people and animals walking 
towards or away from the camera is: 
a. 1/250 - 1/300 second 
b. 1/100 - 1/125 second 
c. 1/50 - 1/60 second 
d. none of the above 
39. The part of a camera that is somewhat like the eyelids of the 
human eye is called: 
a. viewfinder 
b. lens 
c • lens diaphragm 
d. shutter 
40. Which.of the fol~owing are normally developed into slide pictures: 
a. ektachrome 
b. tri-x 
C, kodacolor 
d. ektacolor 
41. What should be the .minimum letter size on transparencies: 
a. 1" to 1/2 I! 
b' 3/4" to 1 I! 
c. 1/8" to 1/4 ,, 
d. 1/4" to 3/8 II 
42. Video tape has: 
a. a magnetic video and.mag.netic audio track 
b. an optical video and an optical audio track 
c. both of the .above 
d. none of the above 
43. What.are.the.dime.nsions of the.lighted surface of an overhead 
projector: 
.a. 7~" X 9~" 
b. 81<" 2 . X 11" 
c. 9" X 8" 
d. 10" X 10 1.1 
44. To correct an .. overexposed transparency you must: 
a. increase ... development time. 
b. increas:e .exp.o.sure.time 
c , decrease exp.osur.e time 
d. none of the above 
45. What determines the printed color on the spirit master: 
a. carbon 
b. fluid 
c. paper 
d, color of lead pencil. or. type. r.ib.b.o.n. 
46. ·With sound r.eproductio.n fr:onL.a movie projector, the. film is 
projected.at a rate of: 
a. 24 frames per se.cond 
b. 20 .frames per. second 
c. 18 . frames ... p.er .second. 
d. 16 frames per second 
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47. The sound .which belongs to. any specific picture is located how many 
frames from the picture: 
a. 28 
b. 26 
c. 24 
d. 20 
48. Slides most.commonly used .. inthe. classroom are: 
a. 2 3/4 x 3 inches 
b. 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 inches 
c. 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 inches 
d, 2 x 2 inches 
49. It is possible· to reproduc.e .. tw:o or more colors .. on o.ne spirit master. 
The color or colors reproduced are determined. by: 
a. color . of paper used for repr.oducing 
b • color of .. the rep:ro.duc.ing.. fluid . 
c , colo.r o£ .th.e master 
d. color of the carbon 
50 • . A . 35mm . camera . wilL. take. .pi.c.tures .f.o.r slides •. The sha.pe .of the 
picture on.this slide will be: 
a. square 
b. rectangular 
c. neither . .a nor b is correct 
d, both a and b are correct 
51. Models may be: 
a. reduced size 
b. enlargements 
c. actual size 
d. all of the above 
52. Video.taping uses all of these devices except: 
a. monitor 
b. projector 
c. TV camera 
d. reel of tape 
53. A thermofax machine may be used in making (a) or (an): 
a. overlay 
b. transparency 
c. neither a .nor b are co.rr.ect 
d. both a and b are correct . 
54. Overhead transparencies can be: 
a. made by hand 
b. made. orr. most copying .. maclrlnes 
c. made .on .a spiri.t dup.licator 
d. all of the above 
55. In planning .a slide series which of the fol:howing should be done 
first: 
a. identify the audie.nce 
b • ·· make a s tm:yb.oard 
c.t select the strategy 
d •. ; specify the objective 
56. In planning a presentation which of the following should be done 
last: 
a. identify the criteria-
b. se_lect the media 
c • make an o.utline 
d. specify the objectives 
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57. A storyboard is: 
a •. useful.in .planning .. s.l.ides. onl..y 
b • useful . in .. planning. most . v.isuaL.p.:~;:esenta tions 
c . usef.ul .. in .. pl,ann:4tg_mo.v..ies .. only 
.d. useful iri.planning filmstrips otll;y 
58 •. Daylight film.can .be used without a filter with: 
a • 3200 k lamps , . 
b • p h.o to f lo.od .lamps '' 
c, blue flash bulbs. 
d. clear flash bulbs 
59 •. A photographic scene"cat\.be .viewed without parallax with: 
a, a .. reflex viewer: camera. 
b. a parallel window viewer camer.a 
c. either a or b 
d. neither a nor b 
60. 3200 k lamps.can be used without filters with: 
a. type B film. 
b • type. A .film 
c • daylight .. film 
d. any of the above 
38 
APPENDIX C 
THE INSTRUMENT: POST-TEST 
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1. Which of the following.is.a good reason for developing a visual 
aid: 
a •.. when something. is needed .. to. do a better job of teaching 
b • when .no .. teaching. mat-erials .. exist 
c , to rep.lace . the text material 
d • either a or b above 
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2. One of the first .things you should do in.planning a visual aid is: 
a, write out specific .. obj.ectives. 
b • try . to use co.lo.r. and . .action 
c. choose. the. media .. to be. used 
d. prepare the materials 
3. Which of the f.ollowing. skills are needed in planning and producing 
visual aids: 
a. subject matter. skills. 
b. communications skills. 
c. produc t.i.on, .. skills. 
d. all three of the above skills 
4. In planning a visual . aid a con.tent ou.tlin.e. wilL help in: 
a. organizing. the mater.i.als .. t.o. satisfy the objectives 
b. choosing .. the scenes. to. b.e. photogr.aphed 
c. reaching .the audience 
d. identifying specific objectives 
5. A content .outline for a planned visual aid will help you decide if: 
a •... color is imp.ortant 
b. sound is importan.t. 
c. motion is impor.tan.t 
d. all of the above 
6 , Multimedia pres en ta tions always.: 
a. involve two or more diffe.rent medias 
b. stimulate .aJ.l. five senses 
c. sti.mulate .two. .. o.r. mo.re s.enses 
d. employ visual aids 
7. Which of the. foJ.lowi.ng is not a step in planning a visual aids 
presentation: 
a . develop the . ohj.ec ti ves. 
b. write the instruction. guide 
c. make . a story board 
d. schedule the photography 
8, In planning.a presentation which of the following should be done 
last: 
a. identify the criteria 
b. select the media 
c. make an outline 
d. specify the objectives 
9. A.storyboard is: 
a. useful 
b. useful 
c. us.eful 
d. useful 
i.n 
in 
in 
.in 
.p.lanni.ng .. .slldes. o:nl.y 
.planning most visual presentations 
planning. mo.-vies .only. 
planning films trips onLy 
10. The size .of the standard slide is: 
a. 2!t; x 2!t; inches 
b. 126 size 
c. 35mm x·35mm 
d. 2 x 2 inches 
11. The .maximum . .viewi.n.g distance for projected material 
at can be denoted as: 
a. 6w 
b. Sw 
c. lOw 
d. 12w 
12. An advantage.o£ photographic s.lides is: 
a. they stay i.n s.equence 
b. they requ:Lr.e .. no .spe.ciaL.sk:LlL .to. p.roduc.e. 
c. they can be p.r.o.duce.d. wi.tho.ut.sp.ecial.equi.pment 
to be viewed 
d. th~y are easily adapted to group o.r. individual use 
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13. Which one of the following is least adaptable to individual study: 
a.. 35mm slides. 
b. overhead .. transparencies 
c • Smm mov.ies 
d. audio tapes 
14. In photographing pictures fo.r.a sli.de s.er.ies you should: 
a. always take .the picture. i.n. the .s.ame sequence that will be · 
used in the. finished. p.r.odu.ct 
b • always us e ... a 35mm camera 
c. never deviate .fr.om the s.to.cybo.ard 
d. always keep an accurate record of what pictures were taken 
15. Two .by two :slides .are usually made with: 
a. .a 35mm camera 
b. a 126 camera 
c • a 127 came.ra . 
d. any of the above 
.16 • An advantage .of a .. film strip is: 
a. ease of handling. 
b. low ;dupli-catio.a. co.sts 
c. the .sequence .. doesn ' . .t .. change 
d. all of the above 
17. A disadvantage .of LUmst:r:ip.s -~s that they: 
a •.. get out .. of .sequence. eas.i-ly .. · 
b. . are pro.jected:,w.Lth .. v:ery. cClli!Lpl:Lcat:.ed. equipment 
c. ar.e d±ff:Lcul.t .... to p:roduce locally 
d.. are expensive to repro.duce in quantit.y 
18 •... A .2 .x 2 slide with a 2:3 aspect ratio can be made with: 
a • a 127 camera 
b. a 126 camera 
c. .a 35mm camera 
d. 620 SLR camera 
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19. In .making. a. film.s.trip ... fr.om.~35.mm slides., .. the original slides must 
.be photographed holding the . camera: 
a.. at waist le.vel 
b. on its edge 
c • ei-ther . a o.r b 
d. normally 
20. Film strips can be pro.duced directly using: 
a. a 126 camera 
b. a double f.rame .35mm camer.a 
c. .a single .frame 35mm camera 
d. a 127 camera 
21. What .is. the proportion ratio for a .standard slide (35mm) 
a •. 4:5 
b. 3i4 
c. 2:3 
d. 1:1 
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22., . Which .. of .. the ... follow.ing ar.e".no:rmally .develop,ed into slide pictures: 
.a. ekta.c.hrome 
b. tri-.,.x 
c. kodac.olor 
d. ektac.olor 
23. Slides .most.c.ommonly usedin.the.classroom are: 
a . . 2 3/4 x 3 inches 
b. 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 inches 
c.. 2 1/4 .x 2 1/4 inches 
d. 2 x 2 inches 
24. A 35mm camera w:LLLtake .pic.tures fo.r slides. The shape of the. 
picture on this slide will be: 
a. square 
b. rectangular 
c. nei.ther a nor. b . is correct 
d. both a and.b are correct 
25. Models may be:· 
a. reduced size 
b. enlargements 
c. act.ual size 
d. any of the above 
26. Ln planning.a .slide series which of the following should be done 
first: 
a. iden.tify: the audience. . 
b. make a storyboard 
c. select the.strategy 
d, specify the objective 
27. Daylight film .can be used without a filter with: 
a. 3200 K lamps 
b. photo flood.lamps 
c. blue flash bulbs 
d. clear flash bulbs. 
28. A photographic scene can be viewed. without parallax with: 
a, a reflex viewer camera 
b. a parallel window .viewer camera 
c. a 126 camera 
d. a 110 camera 
29. 3200 K lamps ~can be used without filters with: 
a. type B film 
b. type A film 
c • .daylight film 
d. any of the above 
30. Transparency overlay.s:.are --Used mainly to: 
a. show motion 
b. develop .progressive .sequences 
c. add color .to a p.resentation 
d. save time 
31. A visual out+ine, o.f a "planned visual_ aid s.eries is mast likely 
to be called: 
a. the content outline 
b. the .editing. directions 
c • the shooting. s.cript 
d. the storyboard 
32. A storyboard may include: 
a. photographs 
b. sketches 
c. clippings __ (pho.to from-magazine; etc.) 
d. any of the above 
33. Parallax is.most likely to b-ecome a problem when photographing:. 
a. landscapes 
b. small objects 
c. buildings_ 
d. people 
34. Parallax is .!!-.2:,!:. likely to become a problem w:hen photographing: 
a. an i-nsect 
b. a page in a .hook 
c. a·landscape 
d. small objects 
35. Probably __ the most. common error made· in producing overhead trans--
parencies is: 
a. trying to include too much .. infOJ;:lllation 
b • using too much color. 
c • having the raom too dark 
d. using letters that are too large 
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36. The maximum number of wor-ds that should normally be used. in a 
transparency is: 
a. 35-40 
b. 25-30 
c. 15-20 
d. 5-10 
3 7. Color can. be. added .. to an overhead transparency using: 
a. spray can paints 
b. colored pencils 
c. felt tip pens 
d. any of the above 
38. Color can.be added to an overhead transparency using: 
a. any of the below 
b. colored plastic sheets 
c. special color processes 
d. chalk 
39. The view area inside.an.ov:erhead transparency frame is: 
a. 8:!-z" X 11" '1~t ... 
b. 10" X 10" 
c. 8" X 10" 
d. 7:!-z" X 9:!-z" 
40. Lettering directly onto an .. ov.erhead transparency can .be· done with: 
a. dry transfers 
b. ball point pen 
c . ordinary penci.l 
d. any of the three 
41. Daylight color .. film {the .kind most used for everyday photographs) 
can be used best indoors with: 
a •.. an electronic .flash attachment 
b. fluorescent lights 
c. incandescent lights 
d. any of the above 
42. A popular . type of copier .. found . .in schools is likely to be: 
a. a dry copier 
b. a wet copier 
c. a thermo. copier 
d. any of the three 
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43. It is possib.le to. reproduce two .or more colors on one .. spirit master. 
The color or colors reproduced ,.are determined by: 
a •. color of. .paper used .. fo.r r.eproducing_ 
b. color of the. reproducing_ fluid 
c. colo.r of. the .master 
d. color of the carbon 
44. A thermofax .machine .. may .be used in making: 
a. an overlay 
b o a transpar.ency 
c. neither a nor b are correct. 
d. both a and b are correct 
45. Overhead transparencies can be: 
a. made by hand 
b • made on most .copying machines 
c. made on a spirit dupli.cator 
d. all of the above 
46. Video taping uses all of these devices except: 
a. monitor 
b. proj ec.tor 
c. TV camera 
d. reel of tape 
4.7. Video tape has: 
a. a magnetic video and .. magnetic audio track 
b. an optical video and .an op.tical audio track 
c. an optical video and.magnetic audio track 
d. none of the above 
48. Video tape records infortllfltion in the form of: 
a. written material 
b. audio 
c. video 
d. both b and c 
49. The least depth of field will be obtained with the lens diaphragm 
set at: 
a, 1/125 
b. 1/250 
c. f/5.6 
d. f/4 
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50. 126 film and.camera-will.bring.about a: 
a, semi-square. pic.ture 
b •. semi..,.rectangular picture 
c. rectangular.pic.ture 
d. square picture 
51. An .ASA 64 . film . .requi.res less' light than a: 
a. 125 film 
b. 100 film 
c. 80 fiJ.m 
d. 25 film 
52. The depth of field will be greatest when the f/stQp of a camera is 
set at: 
a. 8 
b. 16 
c. 22 
d. 5.6 
53. For nonprojected materials the minimum letter height for a maximum 
viewing distance.of 32 feet is: 
a. 2 inches 
b. 1~ inches 
c. 1 inch 
d. ~ inch 
54. The recommended shut.ter speed for people and animals walking towards 
or away from the camera is: 
a •· 
b •. 
C; 
d. 
1/250 - 1/300 
1/100 - 1/125 
1/50 - 1/60 
1/500 - 1/600 
second 
seco.nd 
secorid 
second 
55. The part of a camera that is somewhat like the eyelids of the 
human eye is called: 
a. viewfinc!~r 
b. lens. 
c. lens diaphragm 
d. shutter 
56. What should be.the minimum letter .size on .transparencies: 
a •. 1" to 1/2" 
b. 3/4" to 1" 
c. 1/8" to 1/4" 
d. 1/4" to 3/8" 
57. What.are.the.dimensions of .the,.lighted surface of an overhead 
projector: 
a. 7~11 X 9~" 
b. 8~11 X 11" 
c. 9" X 8" 
d. 10" X 10" 
58. To correct an ,overexposed t.ransp.are.ncy you must: 
a. increase.development time 
b • increase exp.os.ure time 
c. dec:rease .. exposure time 
d. none of the above 
59. With sound reproduction .. £rom._a movie projector, the film is 
projected at a rate of: 
. a •. 24 frames p.er second . 
b. 20 frames per second 
c. 18 ·frames .p.er second 
d. 16 frames per second 
60. The sound which .belongs .. to. any sp.ecific picture is located how 
many frames from the picture: 
a. 28 
b. 26 
c. 24 
d. 20 
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APPENDIX D 
RAW DATA - TEST SCORES 
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Pre-Test* 
9 
11 
15 
16 
17 
17 
20 
24 
27 
28 
28 
29 
29 
31 
37 
39 
41 
FALL· 1975 
SECTION 1 
*Scores based on a }.maximum possible of 60. 
Post-Test* 
42 
48 
52 
53 
54 
55 
57 
57 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
58 
59 
60 
50 
Pre-Test* 
8 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
13 
16 
17 
18 
19 
19 
21 
23 
24 
24 
25 
26 
27 
27 
28 
29 
34 
FALL 1975 
SECTION 2 
*Scores based on a. possible maximum of · 60. 
Post-Test* 
30 
37 
38 
41 
44 
45 
47 
50 
52 
52 
54 
55 
56 
56 
56 
57 
57 
57 
57 
58 
58 
58 
58 
59 
59 
51 
Pre-Test*· 
9 
13 
16 
16 
17 
18 
21 
22 
23 
23 
25 
26 
29 
30 
31 
31 
FALL 1975 
SECTION 3 
*Scores based on a,possible maxi~um of 60. · 
Post-:-Test* 
33 
36 
43 
48 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
55 
58 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
52 
Pre-Test* 
4 
4 
7 
11 
14 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
29 
29 
39 
SPRING 1976 
SECTION 1 
*Scores based on .. a maximum .possible of 60. 
Post-Test* 
37 
49 
54 
54 
55 
55 
56 
57 
59 
59 
59 
60 
60 
53 
Pre-Test* 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
7 
7 
11 
13 
13 
14 
17 
18 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
27 
27 
28 
29 
SPRING 1976 
SECTION 2 
* Scores based on a possible maximum of 60. 
Post-Test* 
35 
42 
46 
48 
50 
51 
51 
56 
56 
56 
57 
57 
58 
58 
58 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
59 
60 
60 
54 
Pre-Test* 
7 
13 
16 
18 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
23 
30 
35 
37 
SPRING 1976 
SECTION 3 
* Scores based on a possible maximum of 60. 
Post-Test* 
50 
51 
55 
55 
57 
57 
58 
58 
59 
59 
59 
60 
60 
55 
Pre-Test* 
8 
9 
13 
13 
14 
17 
17 
19 
23 
25 
26 
38 
SPRING 1976 
SECTION 4 
* Scores based on a possible maximum of 60. 
Post-Test* 
27 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
36 
41 
52 
55 
58 
56 
APPENDIX E 
AVERAGE STUDENt IMPROVEMENT 
57 
N = 16 
497 !A= 16 = 31.06 
AVERAGE STUDENT IMPROVEMENT, !A 
CONVENTIONAL STYLE, WITH TEXTBOOK 
11 
9 
41 
39 
16 
29 
17 
15 
27 
20 
31 
39 
28 
17 
37 
28 
p 
0 
57 
54 
58 
53 
48 
60 
58 
55 
58 
58 
42 
58 
58 
59 
57 
58 
I 
46 
45 
17 
14 
32 
31 
41 
40 
31 
38 
11 
29 
30 
42 
20 
30 
497 
5-8 
PR 
16 
19 
20 
4 
22 
7 
4 
29 
29 
14 
11 
21 
39 
AVERAGE . STUDENT IMPROVEMENT, I A 
CONVENTIONAL STYLE, NO TEXTBOOK 
p 
0 
59 
54 
56 
55 
37 
60 
54 
59 
60 
59 
55 
57 
49 
I 
43 
35 
36 
51 
15 
53 
50 
30 
31 
45 
44 
36 
10 
479 
N = 13 
L (Past-Pre) 
N 
479 = 36.85 
13 
6:(.> 
AVERAGE STUDENT IMPROVEMENT, IA 
8.,..WEEK INS,TRUCTION", STUDENT TEACHERS, 
WITH TEXTBOOK 
PR p I 0 
10 57 47 
18 58 40 
13 57 44 
19 54 35 
16 56 40 
8 58 50 
9 57 48 
11 47 36 
19 59 40 
24 52 28 
11 50 39 
27 30 3 
23 52 29 
27 38 11 
12 45 33 
29 44 15 
25 57 32 
24 41 17 
34 56 22 
17 56 39 
10 59 49 
28 55 23 
26 58 32 lb 58 48 
21 37 16 
29 55 26 
30 59 29 
25 59 34 
23 54 31 
26 51 25 
16 36 20 
21 53 32 
31 48 17 
17 59 42 
16 33 17 
31 59 28 
13 55 42 
22 52 30 
18 43 25 
9 59 50 
23 58 35 
24 52 28 
1327 
N = 42 
I = 1327 :::: 31.60 A 42 
.~;l 
AVERAGE STUDENT IMPROVEMENT, I A 
8...,.WEEK·INSTRUCTION, STUDENT TEACHERS 
NO TEXTBOOK 
PR p I 0 
5 59 54 
4 60 56 
2 59 57 
21 60 39 
23 51 28 
27 58 31 
18 57 39 
11 56 45 
7 50 43 
4 59 55 
19 56 37 
28 51 23 
27 59 32 
20 35 15 
13 58 45 
29 48 19 
4 57 53 
17 42 25 
7 59 52 
14 56 42 
20 59 39 
21 46 25 
13 58 4.5 
35 51 16 
20 59 39 
18 59 41 
19 58 39 
20 60 40 
30 59 29 
18 57 39 
37 55 18 
19 60 41 
13 58 45 
7 55 48 
16 57 51 
23 50 27 
1362 
N = 36 
;..~ 
I = 1362 = 37.83 A 36 
\ 
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